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This session

● Peer-to-peer texting

● Megaphone

○ Decision maker pressure

○ Building confidence amongst members

○ Strike Funder

● Other tools

● Extra tactics



Who are you?

1. Who has come the from farthest away?

 

2. Who is from the smallest union branch? Who is from the 

biggest?



Why digital matters

Are on some 
type of social 

media (45 
Million)

67% 39 
Million

Adults in the UK
Use social 

media on their 
Mobile 
phones

The average UK based user 
spends 1 hour 50 minutes 
scrolling through social 
media sites



Caveats

● Process trumps tools - There is no one tool, app or 

platform that will always work - solid processes will 

make the tools effective

● Everything I’ll talk about today complements traditional 

organising, it doesn’t replace it

● GDPR makes things harder, not impossible

● Sometimes you don’t need digital 



What can we use digital for?

● Communicate with each other

● Spread our message

● Amplify

● Mobilise

● Organise

● Pressure decision makers

● And more



Peer-to-peer texting

The best way to organise any collective action is through 

one-to-one, informal conversations. 

These platforms allow you to do that by text messaging: 

quickly, at scale, and in a way that respects everyone's 

privacy. 



ThruText - What is it?

● A peer-to-peer texting 

platform that allows activists 

to have hundreds of 

conversations per hour

● Complements face-to-face 

organising

● Helps reach members at a 

critical point in the balloting 

process



How unions have been using it

● The TUC have trained 300 activists and staff 
from UCU, RMT, CWU and NUJ to send 
messages

● They average 1,100 text conversations each
● Sent 500k+ messages in the last two months
● 65% response rate from members 
● Able to contact hundreds of thousands of 

members in a few days





Timely 
reminders



Checking 
addresses and 
getting 
replacements 
ballots sent



Peer-to-peer texting: what we’ve 
learnt
● Text like you would a friend or family member
● Start with a short, informal message that includes a 

question
● Those most invested in the campaign are the best at this
● Activists enjoy the experience
● Develop answers to the FAQs as a group
● It scales really well
● There will be other uses: like recruiting new reps, 

contacting resigned members, welcoming new members





● Find new leaders and potential members

● Put pressure on management during disputes

● Put pressure on other decision makers to take action

● Building confidence amongst members that they can win

● Get media attention

How organisers are using online 
petitions to support their work













Your experiences

1. Are you using digital to communicate in your branch?

2. Is it helping? Or hindering? 

3. Are there any tools you are using that you like or don’t 

like?

4. Are there any digital activities you did during the 

pandemic you will keep doing?



The best digital campaigns are not 
coming for the organisations with 
the most money.

You can do it well for cheap



A structured and public Zoom meeting that prioritises 

hearing from those most affected, before putting a clear 

ask on a decision maker.

Online pressure meetings 



Why they are effective:

● Workers experiences take precedence

● Decision makers are forced to engage 

● Highly structured, allowing a good mix of storytelling 

and statistics

● If the decision maker does not attend, it creates an 

organising moment 

Online pressure meetings 



A structured, interactive online call, focused on 

moving attendees to action. 

They mix personal stories and political analysis, 

structured in a way that makes clear the issue and 

how we collectively overcome it.

Organising calls



● Mobilise people to take strategic action
● 5 to 5,000+ participants 
● Designed to:

○ bring new people into a campaign, 
○ move existing members up a leadership 

ladder
○ activate members on a new issue or program

Organising calls



They are NOT a committee call, a member check-in, 
an issue briefing, or a training.

Organising calls




